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VIEWPOINT 
by Elin Lake Ewald, Ph.D., ASA 

 
State Of The Art In The Summer Of ’08 

 
I propose that the upcoming Olympics in Beijing 
should introduce a new category: art show 
attendance as an all-weather, all-terrain 
endurance event. 
 
I noted that in one week alone in Manhattan this 
spring there were ten shows, none of them small, 
and all but one eulogizing the glories of 
contemporary art. And there were panel 
discussions, and special events, and video 
screenings and Chelsea block parties with art and 
artist film screenings and tours and late night 
gallery openings. To add to our agony (speaking 
of feet), a new wave has descended upon us, 
enlarging the scope of attendance for those who 
take their art straight (meaning upright, not 
seated). 
 
Design has infiltrated the ranks and design is the 
new art. Or at least its co-equal. 
 
Prestigious galleries have begun to exhibit 
furniture along with paintings and sculpture, and 
sometimes as solo shows. And not the Wendell 
Castle kind of furniture, the kind that 
incorporates elegantly carved chairs and desks 
and music stands into sculptural forms, but are 
not functional; the new design cum furniture can 
be sat upon, lain upon, writ upon, and generally 
re-arranged in the living room (or wherever you 
or the decorator choose). 
 
In some ways this is the biggest news in the 
current art market. 
 
Why do I think this is happening?  
 
Dealers, auction houses and art consultants are in 
business to make a profit, and as the economy 
wavers on the wall of uncertainty, someone very 
clever picks up a telescope and pronounces that 
while it’s not always necessary to display a 
painting over a bed, it definitely is necessary to 
have a bed. And a bed with a name (that of a 

designer) makes it even more worthwhile as an 
investment. 
 
In the turmoil of the marathon shows I 
mentioned, a panel discussion at Red Dot (one of 
the several hotel multi-floor art exhibits), 
involved those who thought that art shows 
brought what was new to those who would 
otherwise not be able to ever visit so many 
galleries. Possible good point. But on the same 
panel a youthful and evidently successful painter 
complained that artists were being forced into 
overproduction to keep up with the multiplicity of 
shows. Those in the know revealed that purchases 
at these international art exhibitions have 
increasingly been made by non-Americans, 
probably well over 50 percent. In fact, I was told 
that some of the dealers were refusing American 
dollars and insisted on payment in pounds or 
Euros. I honestly never thought I’d ever hear that. 
 
Naturally, given the current economic climate, 
there was much talk about the immediate future 
of the art market, just as there has been for the 
last several months here in New York. In one 
breath talkers speak in hushed tones about the 
downward plummeting stock market, the queasy 
economy, and the vanishing job market. Next 
breath it’s near ebullience at the audacious art 
market, giddy with atmospheric prices. Jeff 
Koons Magenta Balloon Flower, a flashy 
chromium stainless steel twisted floral 
arrangement sold at Christie’s in London the 
beginning of July for over $23 million, a week 
after Claude Monet’s Le Bassin Aux Nympheas 
made a record $80,500,000 plus. This painting 
came from an American collection, and when it 
was hammered down at the English auction house 
it became part of the first really important 
American collection of Impressionist and Modern 
Art had been sold in London.  
 
Sending important art collections from the US to 
London has been a recent phenomenon that goes 
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back at least a year or more. The reason may be 
that more major art purchases are being made by 
non-Americans and London is more central to 
those countries than is the USA.  
 
The contemporary art auction sales remain strong 
in this country though. In just three days in May 
somewhere around $850 million dollars in 
contemporary sales was whisked off the market at 
auctions in New York and Los Angeles. The 
three top sellers: Francis Bacon at $106 million, 
Andy Warhol at $98.5 million, and Mark Rothko 
at $45 million. 
 
But despite these dazzling prices the same 
question was flying around the markets: when 
will it all come tumbling down? Of course there 
are rumors of a softening in the market, but 
there’s definitely no panic as yet. A few fairs 
have been cancelled (two in Germany, two in 
London), a handful of galleries have shuttered, 
attendance seems lackadaisical at some of the 
several New York art fairs we attended in late 
spring. Maybe people are just played out, tired, 
worried about the uncertain economy. It’s 
doubtful that every big collector’s living room 
walls are covered as yet since so many of the 
major art purchasers are also collector/traders, 
speculating on the art they buy, often selling 
quickly after purchase and quickly adding the 
newest, hottest names to their collections. And 
while we can hardly call these art speculators 
connoisseurs, they still can have a very 
significant impact on the art market in general. 
And it isn’t just in New York and London. 
 
There’s a big brouhaha going on in Germany 
when  a Leipzig museum hosted a series of 
exhibitions that gave dealers, collectors and 
corporate art collections the total curatorial 
freedom and the run of the museum to display 
their artwork as they wished. You’ll be seeing a 
lot more conversation going on in loud voices in 
the coming months and years about who exactly 
does control the art market – the artists (yes, in 
some cases – see below), the dealers (less and 
less), the auction houses (transforming 
themselves into all-purpose establishments to 
compete), the curators (exactly what do they 

do?), the critics (who reads anymore?), or the 
public (they never had a chance to begin with). 
 
And the latest – and most extraordinary twist – re 
the ongoing saga starring the triumvirate of 
artist/dealer/auction house: Damien Hirst is 
creating an exhibition of new works for display 
and sale at Sotheby’s London in time to launch 
the season’s new art market on September 5th. 
The famous creator of The Physical Impossibility 
of Death in the Mind of Someone Living, the $12 
million dead tiger shark suspended in a tank of 
formaldehyde, will be offering, among other 
artworks, The Golden Calf (estimated at $16 – 24 
million), a bull with golden halo, hooves and 
horn. His dealers may not like it, but since Hirst 
has become an industry unto himself, there is 
little they can do about it. 
 
But lest you think it’s 24/7 contemporary on your 
art dial radar, there’s also room for the classics.  
Franz Hals’ portrait of a Dutch burger, Willem 
can Heythuysen, a 1638 oak panel painting, sold 
at Sotheby’s London in July for $14 million, at 
the same sale that saw JMW Turner’s Pope on 
the Thames go for close to $11 million. It was a 
high level presentation that saw artist records fall 
for Jan Brueghel the Elder, Tintoretto, and Guido 
Reni.  
 
To summarize: 

1) Design, including objects that cross the line 
between art and design and that can also be 
utilitarian, are increasingly included within 
the category of fine art. 

2) The contemporary art scene, while 
producing the highest prices and achieving 
the highest visibility, is losing its free 
market status. 

3) Manipulated markets may be encouraging 
collectors to turn towards an older and 
proven market and develop renewed 
interest in the Old Masters.  

4) London is currently the new New York art 
arena. 

5) There are too damn many art shows. 


